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The Card of Realgood Stuff Co. from Chicago contains about 16 different dishes and drinks. On average, you
pay for a dish / drink about $7.6. What Mayra Reyes likes about Realgood Stuff Co.:

Great employee/service on the outside window, We asked about healthier options and ordering options and she
was very attentive and informative but most of all friendly, as a first time customer she made a great impression

but most of all the noyo was a great option ! read more. The restaurant offers complimentary WLAN for its
guests, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and eat. The premises on site are accessible, and
therefore no problem for clientele with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What Tabby Girl doesn't like about

Realgood Stuff Co.:
I am literally so heartbroken that they changed the menu.??? I don't think my bf and I will step foot in there again
cuz they took away our favorite focaccia chicken sandwich and he also liked the turkey sandwich/ a bit dry for me

personally. I hate the new menu cuz it's so boring ughhh please at least bring back the focaccia sandwich!!!!!
read more. For breakfast, a tasty brunch is offered at Realgood Stuff Co. in Chicago that you can celebrate

according to your mood, Customers can enjoy the dishes from restaurant through a catering service on-site or at
the party. The establishments offers a large variety of fresh and delicious juices, The dishes are usually prepared

for you in a short time and fresh.
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Salad�
CHICKEN SALAD $6.5

Wrap�
CHICKEN SALAD WRAP $7.0

So� drink�
JUICE

Milchshake�
SMOOTHIE

Breakfas� Comb�
BREAKFAST BURRITO $6.0

Popular Item�
SMOOTHIES

Coffe�
COFFEE

Col� Bowl�
RAMBOWL $12.5

Edible�
SUPERFOOD BITES $5.0

Super Food�
AVOCADO TOAST $10.0

Rea� Goo� Bowlto�
MICHAEL BOWLTON $11.5

Rea� Goo� Toast�
TOMATO PESTO TOAST $7.0

Breakfas�
CHIA PUDDING $5.0

BREAKFAST SANDWICH $6.0

Ingredient� Use�
STRAWBERRY

MANGO
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